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Abstract. This paper describes the design and implementation of a hierarchical scheduling subsystem and
graphical user interface in an intelligent environmental control system. The hierarchical scheduling system
is capable of managing all environmental events occurring in widely different time scales as specified by the
user. We employ a knowledge representation scheme called a system entity structure to specify the
environmental schedules in a hierarchical fashion. A system entity structure called TAL (Timed Action
Language) is developed. TAL organizes a family of all possible long-/mid-/short-termschedules from which
a specific schedule can be pruned by the user through graphical interface.
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1. Introduction
An intelligent environmental control system must be capable of managing environmental activities and conditions in an integrated fashion. Such activities range
from planning of agricultural activities at the highest level to realtime control of
environmental parameters at the lowest level. Activities at different levels give rise to
hierarchical schedules which facilitate the timing of events to occur at different time
scales. The design of such an intelligent control involves disciplines such as an
artificial intelligence/expert system, automatic control, operations research, discreteevent system theory, and others [1, 2, 8, 9, 11].
This paper describes a hierarchical scheduling subsystem in such an intelligent
environmental control system called AIDECS (AI-Based, Distributed Environmental
Control System) which was developed at the University of Arizona as outlined in [4].
The AIDECS deals with control over environmental parameters such as temperature
and humidity as well as scheduling crop planting and harvesting. The scheduling
subsystem in the AIDECS supports specification of a hierarchical schedule, transforms it into a schedule object, and eventually maps it into rule-like activities which
are continuously evaluated by an expert system-like evaluator.
The entity structure - a knowledge representation scheme using a labeled tree with
attached variable types [12] - is employed to specify time-based schedules in a
* Research was done while the author was a member of the Environmental Reseach Lab, University of
Arizona. A Preliminary version of the paper was presented at 2nd International Conference on Industrial
& Engineering Applications of AI and Expert System [5].
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hierarchical fashion. The entity structure, originally used to represent the structure
knowledge of a system with a family of variant models, can represent subcomponents, decomposition, and taxonomic information about a system. In a
hierarchical schedule specification, a system entity structure organizes a family of
possible schedules from which a particular schedule can be selected by the user
through the pruning operation. More specifically, our approach to hierarchical
schedule specification is: (1) we define a system entity structure which organizes a
family of all possible schedules called TAL (Timed Action Language), (2) the user
specifies a schedule through the user interface system (either natural language interface or graphical interface), (3) a scheduling system prunes the TAL using information
generated by the user interface, and (4) the pruned entity structure is the schedule
specification. It is transformed into a set of rules for a real-time evaluator.
The paper is organized as follows. First it gives a short review of the system entity
structure. It then presents the architecture of the AIDECS and briefly explains its
subsystems. The paper presents details of the graphical user interface system and
hierarchical scheduling subsystem written in Scheme [10] for execution on PC/ATs or
TI Explorers. The conclusion of the paper outlines further work on the AIDECS,
particularly on the schedule optimization subsystem.

2. The System Entity Structure
System entity structure (SES) is a representation scheme which contains the decomposition, coupling, and taxonomy information for a system [6, 12, 13]. Formally, SES
is a labeled tree with attached variable types that satisfies five axioms - alternating
mode, uniformity, strict hierarchy, valid brothers, and attached variables. A detailed
description of the axioms is available in [12].
There are three types of nodes in SES - entity, aspect, and specialization - which
represent three types of knowledge about systems. The entity node, having several
aspects and/or specializations, corresponds to a model component that represents
a real-world object. The aspect node (a single vertical line in the labeled tree of
Figure 1) represents one decomposition, out of many possible, of an entity. Thus, the
children of an aspect node are entities, distinct components of the decomposition. The
specialization node (a double vertical arrows in the labeled tree of Figure 1) represents
a way in which a general entity can be specialized into special entities.
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Fig. I. A systementity structure.
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A multiple entity is an entity that represents a collection of homogeneous components. We call such components a multiple decomposition of the multiple entity. The
aspect of such a multiple entity is called the multiple aspect (triple vertical lines in the
labeled tree of Figure 1). Note that instead of presenting all BS components, only one
B is placed in the labeled tree.
Pruning extracts a sub-structure of the SES by selecting one aspect and/or one
specialization for each entity in the SES. The pruning operation also expands multiple
entities as well as assigning values of attributes attached to entities in the SES.
SES has been realized in a Scheme environment. The realization called the ESPscheme was described in [6]. The ESP-scheme is originally used as a means of
representing structural knowledge for a simulation model in knowledge-based
modeling/simulation research [3]. Here, we use the ESP-scheme as a tool for the
specification of hierarchical schedules in the AIDECS.

3. System Architecture Overview
The AIDECS (Figure 2) consists of a consultation expert system (CES), user interface
system (UIS), constraints checker (CC), schedule manager (SM), schedule executor
(SE), schedule decision expert system (SDES), control data base (CDB), and a
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real-time control and data acquisition system (RTCDAS). The CES contains the
integrated pest management expert system (IPMES) and the diagnostic expert system
(DES).
The UIS enables the user to specify a short-/mid-/long-term schedule for environmental activities and parameters in a hierarchical manner. The CC decides whether
the schedule is acceptable or not by comparing it with a set of constraints contained
within it, and sends it to the SM. The SM generates the specification of a hierarchical
schedule, translates the specification into a schedule object, and sends the object to the
SE. The SE transforms the object into a set of activities, each of which has slots for
a condition/action pair, and others. The SE continually evaluates each activity in the
set in conjunction with the SDES; if the condition of an activity is satisfied, the
associated action in the activity is fired, which sends micro-level control signals to the
RTCDAS. This signal has information on setpoints for environmental parameters
such as temperature, humidity, and location where control actions are taking place.
Data points that the RTCDAS collects by sensors are maintained in the CDB which
the CES and the SDES might access as required.
The following sections provide details of graphical user interface subsystem and
of the schedule generator within the SM subsystem. Description of rest of the
components of the AIDECS can be found in [4, 7].

4. Graphical User Interface
Two different types of user interfaces have been developed: natural language interface
(NLI) and graphical interface (GI). There exists a one-to-one correspondence between
information generated by the NLI and by the GI. The NLI facilitates specifying
a time-based schedule with considerable freedom of expression. An augmented
transition network is used to implement the syntax and semantics of schedule specification. The NLI, including its grammar, was reported in [4].
The GI is designed to facilitate specifying, showing, modifying, or executing a
time-based schedule with a mouse. Developed in SCOOPS, an object-oriented programming supcrset of SCHEME, the GI employs a hypertext approach. The input of
the GI is novel in that the user can draw curves graphically as well as enter texts via
a keyboard for schedule specification as shown in Figure 3. The output information
generated by the GI is used for automatic pruning of an entity structure representing
a family of schedules.
Classes in the GI include a text menu class and a graphic menu class, each of which
has its sub-classes. Instance variables and methods for these classes are provided to
display, read, or select text menus, draw curves, and save specified information. More
specifically, a method when-receive-click of the graphic menu class performs the
following: (1) translates a current mouse position into a value of a control variable,
and saves it in an instance variable, (2) displays the current position, and (3) draws
a line from a previous position to the current one. Similarly, the method when-receiveclick of the text menu class is to read a text for a keyboard, display it, and save in an
instance variable.
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Fig. 3. Graphical user interface.
The menu specify in Figure 3 displays questions about a schedule, one by one, to
the user and text menus followed by graphic menus. Specifying text information for
the schedule consists of answering by typing texts at mouse positions and/or selecting
texts displayed on a screen using the mouse. Such information includes start-date,
end-date, biome-type, plot-type, and others for the schedule.
Objects of the graphic menu class are used for specifying graphic information about
the control of environmental variables such as temperature and humidity. Specifying
such information involves graphically inputing curves which assign values of environmental variables and their associated time intervals. The schedule specified can be
saved as required or discarded.
A daily schedule for temperature and humidity is shown in Figure 3. The natural
language version of schedule specification is as follows.
From 1989/6/1 to 1991/5/31
for all PLOTS in I P M - G R E E N H O U S E Biome
for every 24 hours period
maintain temperature at 55 degrees for first 4 hrs
60 degrees for next 4 hrs
70 degrees for next 6 hrs
65 degrees for next 6 hrs
60 degrees for last 4 hrs
maintain humidity at 70% for first 12 hrs
75% for last 12hrs.
The GI produces a set of variables with their values assigned as its output for the
above input. Such a set of variables and their values~ as shown in Figure 4, is used
to generate entity structures for corresponding schedules. We shall explain details
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start-date = 1989/6/1
end-date = 1991/5/31
biome-type = IPM-GREENHOUSE
plot~pe= = ALL
period,,, (24)
period-unit = (hrs)
control = ((maintain maintain maintain maintain maintain)
(maintain maintain))
parameters = ((temperature temperature temperature temperature
temperature) (humidity humidity))
parameter-values = ((55 60 70 65 60) (70 75))
paxameter-umts -- ((deg deg deg deg deg) (% %))
duration-values ~- ((4 4 6 6 4) (12 12))
duration-units = ((hrs hrs hrs hrs In's) (hrs hrs)).
Fig. 4. Output of graphical interface.

of such a schedule generation by automatic pruning processes in the following
section.
The menu show shows schedules saved in a library called the schedule base. The
schedule shown can be changed and executed as desired.

5. Scheduling System
5,1. SCHEDULE GENERATOR

The schedule generator (SG), a subsystem of the schedule manager, generates
hierarchical schedules which facilitate the timing of events to occur at coarse- and
fine-grained time and space units. An entity structure organizes a family of all possible
schedules by its representation scheme; it can represent components, decompositions,
and taxonomic knowledge of a schedule. The operation pruning defined on the entity
structure allows the SG to generate a pruned entity structure representing a schedule
specified by the user.
Using the ESP-scheme, we developed an entity structure called Timed Action
Language (TAL) to organize a family of all possible schedules for the environmental
control. As shown in Figure 5, entities, decompositions, and specializations with
attached attributes in the TAL, represent all necessary information for the SG to
generate user-specified schedules. For example, entities WHERE, START-DATE,
END-DATE, CYCLE, and ACT&TIMS along with their attached attributes, designate region, start date, end date, period, and a sequence of control actions with
associated time intervals, respectively. A specialization BIOME-SPEC specifies that a
region (Biome) can be one of three types, namely, FOREST, SAVANNAH, or
IPM-GREENHOUSE, each of which has its own plots with their own sectors. Such
specialization allows the user to adjust the sensitivity of regions in which control
actions are taking place for the specified duration.
Note that the TAL has a multiple entity ACT&TIMS whose child entity ACT&TIM
speoifies a control action with an associated time interval. Since the pruning operation
on a multiple entity can generate an unlimited number of multiple children entities,
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the user can specify any sequences of control actions and their associated time
intervals.
A schedule is specified in a hierarchical manner. Such a hierarchical schedule is
represented by a set of pruned entity structures organized in a hierarchical fashion.
An attribute put-in-effect attached to the entity ACTION is used to maintain an
ordered list of entity structures for an entity structure, which represents the subschedules to be executed in a sequence of specified intervals. Each sub-schedule, in
turn, recursively has its own sub-schedules. Such a capability allows the SG to
generate hierarchical schedules on any level of hierarchy in time units. Putting into
effect more than one schedule with the same interval, results in a joint schedule, a set
of schedules, such as temperature and humidity schedules, being executed together.
Specification of a hierarchical schedule can take advantage of information inheritance; an entity structure transmits all information specified for a schedule, except
cycle and action and associate timing, to its sub-entity structures. For example, a start
date specified in an entity structure is inherited to all its sub-structures as default.
However, a new start date, if specified in a sub-structure, can override the inherited
one,

5.2. PRUNING: SCHEDULE SPECIFICATION

In a hierarchical structure, pruned entity structures with no sub-structures specify
actual control actions, while those with sub-structures maintains a list of the substructures with their associated timing intervals. To explain how such actual control
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Fig. 6. Prunedentity structure of TAL for scheduleshown in Figure 3.
actions are specified by pruning the TAL, let us consider the schedule specified in
Figure 3 of the GI. The figure shows a daily joint schedule to control both temperature
and humidity.
The SG inputs information in Figure 4 and prunes the TAL. The SG generates two
pruned entity structures for the temperature and humidity schedules, respectively. Let
us call the pruned entity structures for the temperature control p:temp and for the
humidity p:humi. To obtain the p:temp shown in Figure 6 involves the following
procedures:
-

assign values of attributes attached to the entities,
select specialized entities under generalized ones,
generate five ACT&TIMs for five control actions, and
specify generated ACT&T1Ms by assigning values of attributed and selecting
entities under each such ACT&TIM entity.

More specifically, 1989/6/1 in Figure 4 is assigned as the value of the attribute date
attached to the entity START-DATE for the p:temp. Similarly, the above values of
end-date, period, and period-unit are assigned to values of the attribute date attached
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tO the entity END-DATE, and attributes the period and unit attached to the entity
CYCLE, respectively. The values IPM-GREENHOUSE of the biome-type and ALL
of the plot-type above are used to select entities IPM-GREENHOUSE and ALL-P
for the p:temp under BIOME-SPEC and PLOTS-SPEC specializations in the TAL,
respectively.
Length five of the first list in the values of variable control in Figure 4, is used to
generate five ACT&TIMs for p:temp under the multiple entity ACT&TIMS. A list of
values of the variable - control, parameters, parameter-values, parameter-units,
duration-values, and duration-units - is used to specify the temperature and control
actions for p:temp. Figure 6 shows all such assigned values of attributes but all entities
including those under five ACT&TIMs. Similarly, the humidity entity structure,
p:humi, can be obtained by using the values of the variables in Figure 4.

5.3. HIERARCHICALSCHEDULE SPECIFICATION
We now show how a hierarchical schedule is specified by hierarchically constructing
pruned entity structures, such as the p:temp and p:humi, of the TAL. Consider a
hierarchical schedule shown in Figure 7.
(1) For allplots in IPM-GREENHOUSE
(2/from 1989/7/1 to 199116/31, perform the following schedule
(3 for every year period
(4
for first 4 months
(5
for every month period
(6)
for first 15 days
for event I day period
for nrst 8 hrs, maintain temperature at 50 degs
(9)
for next 8 hrs, maintain temperature at 60 degs
0o)
for last 8 hrs, maintain temperature at 70 degs
(11)
for last 15 days
(12)
for every 1 day period
03)
for first 12 hrs, maintain temperature at 55 degs
(14)
for last 12 hrs, maintain temperature at 65 degs
(15)
for next 4 months period perform a following joint schedule
(16)
[or eve~, 1 day period
(17
for ttrst 12 hrs, maintain temperature at 65 degs
(18
for last 12 hrs, maintain temperature at 75 degs
(19
for eve~ 1 month period
(20
for nrst 10 days, maintain humidity at 70 ~
(21
for next 10 days, maintain humidity at 75 %
(22
for last 10 days, maintain humidity at 80 %
(23
for last 4 months
(24
for first 2 months
(25
for every 10 days period
(26
for first 5 days, maintain humidity at 70 %
(27
for last 5 days, maintain humidity at 80 ~
(28
for last 2 months
(29
for every 1 day period
(30
for fi'rst 10 hrs, maintain temperature at 70 degs
(31
for next 5 hrs, maintain temperature at 75 degs
(32
for last 9 hrs, maintain temperature at 80 degs.
Fig. 7. Hierarchicalschedule specification.
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Pruned entity structure for Figure 7. Line numbers are those in Figure 7.

The schedule has a period of one year, for which three sub-schedules with their
associated effective intervals are specified, each of which has its own sub-periods for
which its sub-schedules are specified, and so on. Note that there are six actual control
actions for temperature and/or humidity, which require six pruning processes. For
example, lines (7)-(10) are presented by a pruned entity structure for the temperature
control. We call the six pruned entity structures p:templ, p:temp2, p:temp3, p:humil,
p:hurni2, and p:temp4, accounting for lines (7)-( l 0), ( 12)-(14), (16)-(18), ( ! 9)-(22),
(25)-(27), and (29)-(32), respectively. More specifically, the pruned entity structure
p:templ has three ACT&TIMs entities representing three temperature control actions
with associated timings shown in lines (8), (9), and (10).
Lines (4), (15), and (23) indicate that the overall schedule has three sub-schedules,
each of which lasts for four months. To specify the sub-schedules needs additional
three pruned entity structures. We call such pruned entity structures p:schedulel,
p:schedule2, and p:schedule3 accounting for lines (4)-(14), (16)-(18), and (23)-(32),
respectively. Another pruned entity structure, called p:schedule as a root, organizes
the three sub-schedules. The pruned entity structure p:schedule has all information
necessary for the schedule such as start date and end date specified in the line (2),
area specified in the line (1), and others. Recall the inheritance property among
hierarchically constructed pruned entity structures. P:schedule transmits such information to p:schedulel, p:schedule2, and p:schedule3, which transmit the information
to their sub-entity structures listed above. Figure 8 shows the hierarchical structure
of the pruned entity structures for the schedule of Figure 7. Note that P:temp3 and
p:humil are in the same interval as a joint schedule, while others are in different
intervals. The hierarchical structure of Figure 8 shows that a change of schedule can
be made locally at any level of the temperature hierarchy.
6. Conclusions

We have described subsystems for hierarchical scheduling in the AIDECS under
development. Particularly, the graphical user interface and schedule generator written
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in Scheme have been discussed. The graphical user interface, developed in the objectoriented programming superset of SCHEM E, allows the user to specify the schedule
in a hierarchical fashion using hypertexts. The schedule generator generates hierarchical
schedules by pruning the TAL with respect to user-specified information output by
'the graphical user interface. Within the AIDECS, hierarchical schedules have been
tested on the real-time basis using two PC/ATs coupled to a computer network.
The development of a real-time decision-making system for schedule optimization
is under consideration. The approach to schedule optimization for such an expert
system is to combine rule-based expert system techniques for static (or long-term)
optimization with modelling and simulation techniques for dynamic (or short-term)
optimization. Details of the proposed approach have been outlined in [7].
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